Surface and pore diffusion in macroporous and gel-filled gigaporous stationary phases for protein chromatography.
A recently introduced method [Biotechnol. Prog. 13 (1997) 429] for determining intraparticle mass transfer parameters in high speed liquid chromatography is considered in the present study for the case where the eluite adsorbs onto the stationary phase. The validity of the method was verified theoretically using simulated elution profiles and then applied to experimental data obtained using columns packed with either a macroporous or a gel-filled gigaporous stationary phase. For this purpose, experimental measurements were made using alpha-lactalbumin and bovine serum albumin as eluites at several retention factors. Apparent intraparticle diffusivities measured for the gel-filled gigaporous stationary phase were seen to increase with the retention factor, which indicates that for this material surface diffusion is a significant mechanism of mass transfer under retained conditions. Data obtained on the macroporous stationary phase revealed that the intraparticle diffusivity was independent of the retention factor, which suggests that pore diffusion remains the principal mass transfer mechanism even under conditions where proteins are adsorbed on the column packing.